Permanent magnetic (PM) devices have many current and potential applications based on advantages in size, cost and simplicity but they suffer from uncertainties related to environmental and damage effects. One missing ingredent is a magnet designed to explicate demagnetization effects as a function of the principal magnetic characteristics of the device, the material, the blocks and their fab proceduresall of which need to be independently varied while minimizing the induced radioactivity from testing. We describe such a magnet and the measurements on it and its blocks and discuss the parameters of most interest as well as the constraints that motivate this choice.
INTRODUCTION
In the next linear collider (NLC), PM devices such as solenoids, multipoles, undulators and wigglers could have important uses if the limits of their stability to differing high radiation environments could he established. This work is part of a broader proposal[ll to determine the types and levels of radiation to be expected and the susceptibility of PM material to radiation damage from these. A major goal is to obtain a general interpretation applicable to any PM device. For this, we have developed an unconventional magnet that is simple and easy to test and modify.
We discuss the magnet, defined as more than one PM block, that can't be used for conventional applications but allows a good comparison between the key ingredients thought to be important in radiation damage mechanisms by simply changing the magnet gap or the block material or its characteristics such as intrinsic coercivity H , .
Demagneliration Curves
Initially, Brown et al. [2] Demagnetization and especially radiation damage has been of interest in our field for over twenty years [2, 3, and P,, one finds the damage hierarchy:
Similarly, high energy protons are worse than low [7] This model is inconsistent with the data but consistent with no structural damage.
The model where the primary cause is recoil of Boron atoms from Coulomb scattering is intriguing because B is much less prevalent and has a much lower Coulomb cross section than the other components L Y ( Z A S / T E )~ where TR is the reduced kinetic energy. However, it has a larger "Curie radius" that can he comparable to or larger than the grain size. However, if we extend this model to other incident channels, we expect u(p)>u(n) from the larger Coulomb size but the damage is much greater for protons[3, 71 than expected. Nonetheless, from the mimum energy transfer, we expect: d > p > n > e > y 2181 at jixed energy and comparable conditions as well as p(HiE) > p(LowE). Thus, we have some simple but distinct models where only the latter gives any qualitative agreement. All suggest a much higher limit on truly irremedial radiation damage that should be tested -especially with thermal neutrons that can produce structural changes from reactions such as B'O(n, a)Li7.
MAGNET DESCFUPTION
Under certain qualifying caveats, conventional PM dipoles should he less susceptible followed by uncjulators, wigglers, and quadrupoleJ due to variations in M of the blocks and variations in He,, i.e. their differing load lines throughout each type of block and magnetP1. Tliis is clear from Fig. 2 In this case, the load-line of the lowest block is far into the first B-H quadrant (from the field of the adjacent, larger block and circuit) and is nearly the same throughout the block while its matching partner at the top has material that is clearly in the second quadrant as does the larger block.
As the gap is decreased, the difference increases -making the upper one more susceptible to damage. Going further, some material can be driven past the knee (Fig. I) , H d and HCi where "irreversible" but not unremediable effects, with or without radiation, are expected. Most of this depends on the magnetic circuit rather than the block dimensions or even the material. This is one reason we measured the block magnetizations several times after initial assembly and disassembly. Clearly. the closed circuit material is too bulky in Fig.3 hut this suggests a typical setup. 
MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS
For magnets such as shown in Fig. 2 . we have made and measured several variants. For activation analysis. G=2,3,5 & 7 mm with block sizes 1,=9 mm, 1,=5.9 and 1,=6.8,9 mm. The finished OD, for a pneumatic rabbit, is 9
x 9 x 30 mm. Some field scans along z are shown in Fig. 3 for the Z(M1) and 7(M3) cases. The effective magnetic length (JBydz)/Brk of M3 is L p 9 mm 
